
Year 4 Home Learning Quiz 

Quiz on: 26th June


1) Read ‘America burns with rage’

What does the word ‘defunding’ mean?

2) Read the article ‘Feisty Flamingos’. 

Find 2 synonyms for the word ‘aggressive’



3) Write a present progressive sentence for each of these two pictures: 


   ___________________________________________________________

   

   ___________________________________________________________


   ___________________________________________________________

   

   ___________________________________________________________



4) Match the word ‘adverb’ to its correct definition 




5) Add an appropriate adverb into these sentences 

The tiger __________ ran through the birch forests of Russia.


He __________ ate his lunch in the dinner hall at school. 


The cat __________ leapt onto the fence in the garden. 


6) Spell grammar

7) Spell medicine

8) Spell natural 

9) Spell occasion 

10) Spell conductor

11) Spell cultural


12)  Match the words ‘insulator’ and ‘conductor’ to their correct definition. 




Adverb

describes a verb. 


describes a noun.


is an action or doing word. 

A Conductor


An Insulator 

does not readily allow heat, sound or electricity to pass through it. 


produces electricity that is then pushed through the wires. 


Allows electricity, heat or sound to easily pass through it.



13) Sort these materials into conductor or insulator. 






14) Read this clocks and write it in digital form. 






15) Read this clock and write it in digital form.






16)  Read this clock and write in analogue form. 




17)Solve this worded problem 

Science lasts for 45 minutes and ends at 15:53. What time does science start?


18) Solve this worded problem 

Year 4 go to the museum on a school trip. It takes them 36 minutes to walk there and they leave at 
11:05. When do they arrive? 



19) Draw the time year 4 arrive at the museum (question 18) on the analogue clock. 


20) What is a milestone? 

 

21) If someone online asked you ‘what school do you go to?’ What should you do?


Children have 15 minutes to complete the quiz. 


Conductor Insulator 

Iron nail
Glass jug

Aluminium 
paperclip

Plastic 
ruler



Question 1: ‘America burns with rage’

Question 2: ‘Feisty Flamingos’



Answers 


1) ‘Defunding’ means taking some responsibilities away from the police and using the money for 
things like… better mental health care. 


2) Possible answers could include: violent, offensive, disruptive, assertive, dangerous


3) She/I is/am reading a book.         He/she/I is/am riding a bike.



4)

5) Possible answers include: Tiger ran: quickly, swiftly, smoothly, wildly. He ate - rapidly, 
speedily, slowly, greedily, hastily. Cat leapt: carefully, suddenly, nimbly, swiftly, instantly




6) - 11) grammar, medicine, natural, occasion, conductor, cultural



12) 


13) 







14)    15)    16) 









          19) 


20) Its a significant or key event in your life. It could include walking or talking for the first time, 
getting baptised or christened, starting school or getting married. 


21) You should ignore the message -  do not give out your information, tell an adult immediately and 
come off the website or game until the adult has sorted the situation.


does not readily allow heat, sound or electricity to pass through it. 


produces electricity that is then pushed through the wires. 


Allows electricity, heat or sound to easily pass through it.

A Conductor


An Insulator 

Adverb

describes a verb. 


describes a noun.


is an action or doing word. 

Conductor Insulator 

Iron nail Plastic ruler

Aluminium paperclip Glass jug

05  00 or

17  00

01  50 or

13  50


